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BACKGROUND

• One topic discussed at the Commission’s Strategic 

Planning meeting was how to reduce administrative 

costs 

– Leaves more money for conducting science

• Our biggest administrative cost item is the Annual 

Report 

– About $238K in 2013

• We start producing the report in June 

– The Committee tasked with considering such items suggested we 

provide the Commission with alternatives to consider at this meeting

– If we want to choose an alternative, we need that feedback now



REASONS TO CONSIDER AN ALTERNATIVE

• Scientists already have access to our work 

– Most of the articles are published in scientific journals 

– 2013: 38 of 39 articles published in another forum

– 2012: 24 of 25 articles published in another forum

• The existing format does not serve our most important 

audience: The Commission

– It documents our accomplishments

– However, it doesn’t communicate the findings in a meaningful way to 

you and the people you report to 

• However, the driver for this discussion was cost



THREE POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES

• Continue with the present approach

– Continues a series dating back to 1974

– Mailing list of 800 people

– The added internal review provides some training value

• Eliminate the Annual Report

– The quarterly Director’s Reports already fulfill the JPA requirements

• Reshape/refocus (preferred)

– Focus on short feature articles targeting a management-level audience

– Include other aspects that document our scientific achievements



PROPOSED OUTLINE

• Director’s message

• General interest thematic articles or topical research 

syntheses (NEW)

• Abstracts (with information for requesting full-text) of 

articles that were published in scientific journals (NEW)

• Community contributions (list of staff serving on external 

advisory committees)

• Commissioner/CTAG membership

• Staff organizational chart
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NEED A DECISION

• Should we pursue the existing Annual Report format for 

this year?

– Would need to get started now

• Alternatively, we can come back to you in September with 

a more comprehensive example of the alternative format

– Would want to agree on format by September so that we can produce the 

document by year end


